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PAPER

Efficient Power Network Analysis with Modeling of Inductive
Effects

Shan ZENG†, Nonmember, Wenjian YU††a), Member, Xianlong HONG††,
and Chung-Kuan CHENG†††, Nonmembers

SUMMARY In this paper, an efficient method is proposed to accurately
analyze large-scale power/ground (P/G) networks, where inductive para-
sitics are modeled with the partial reluctance. The method is based on
frequency-domain circuit analysis and the technique of vector fitting [14],
and obtains the time-domain voltage response at given P/G nodes. The
frequency-domain circuit equation including partial reluctances is derived,
and then solved with the GMRES algorithm with rescaling, precondition-
ing and recycling techniques. With the merit of sparsified reluctance matrix
and iterative solving techniques for the frequency-domain circuit equations,
the proposed method is able to handle large-scale P/G networks with com-
plete inductive modeling. Numerical results show that the proposed method
is orders of magnitude faster than HSPICE, several times faster than IN-
DUCTWISE [4], and capable of handling the inductive P/G structures with
more than 100,000 wire segments.
key words: frequency-domain analysis, inductive modeling, partial reluc-
tance, power network, time-domain voltage response

1. Introduction

As VLSI circuit integrates more than thousand million
transistors with working frequency of multiple giga-hertz
(GHz), the circuit’s power consumption increases exponen-
tially. This calls for low-power design techniques, and in-
creases the request of performing accurate power network
analysis to guarantee power integrity. Accurate modeling
and dynamic simulation of the power/ground (P/G) grid is
becoming critical for VLSI circuit design and verification.

Modeling the inductive effects of on-chip and off-chip
interconnects is another research focus for current nano-
scale VLSI chip. The conventional RC model of intercon-
nect is not sufficient for accurate circuit analysis. Moreover,
the reduction of resistance by copper and capacitance by
low-k dielectric highlights the inductive effects. The denser
geometries and growing complexity of interconnect struc-
tures bring challenges to on-chip inductance modeling and
extraction [1]. The inductance modeling of on-chip P/G
wires is becoming inevitable, especially for high-level P/G
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wires.
Due to the uncertainty of current return path, the partial

element equivalent circuit (PEEC) with partial inductance is
often used to model the on-chip inductive effects. A con-
cept of partial reluctance (or, K-element) was proposed in
[2] to overcome the inefficiency brought by the dense par-
tial inductance matrix. The partial reluctance matrix is the
inverse of the inductance matrix, and can be easily sparsi-
fied. Therefore, the circuit simulation based on partial re-
luctance is much more efficient than that based on partial in-
ductance [2]–[5]. A recent work of inductance modeling of
large-scale on-chip P/G networks is presented in [6], where
the partial reluctances are extracted.

During the past few years, the main focus of power
network analysis has been on how to trade off between the
simulation accuracy and the speed. Many previous works
focused on the efficient time-domain transient analysis of
large-scale power networks. In some works, the circuit sim-
ulation is accelerated by fast linear equation solvers. They
include the direct solver “KLU” [7], iterative solvers like the
preconditioned conjugate gradient (PCG) method [8], and
the generalized minimal residual (GMRES) method [9]. In
others, the circuit size is reduced by using methods such
as circuit partitioning [10] and hierarchical model reduction
[11].

Recently, a frequency-domain based simulation method
was proposed to obtain the time-domain voltage response in
[12] and [13]. With the vector fitting technique [14], the
frequency-domain voltage responses are transformed into
time-domain voltage response. However, the existing works
do not consider the on-chip inductive effects of P/G wires.
A simple nodal analysis formulation was employed in [12],
[13], which only considered the on-chip RC parasitics.

In this paper, efficient techniques for the frequency-
domain based simulation method are proposed to consider
the complete inductive effects within on-chip P/G grids.
With a technique of modified nodal analysis (MNA), we
firstly derive a frequency-domain circuit equation includ-
ing parasitic inductances. Then, we replace the induc-
tances with partial reluctances (through inversing the induc-
tance matrix). The techniques of rescaling, precondition-
ing and recycling are proposed to accelerate the GMRES
iterative solution [19] of the frequency-domain circuit equa-
tions. Numerical results show the proposed techniques are
efficient, which makes the frequency-domain based simu-
lation several orders of magnitude faster than the HSPICE
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while preserving high accuracy. Compared with the IN-
DUCTWISE algorithm in [4], the proposed method also
gains speedup of several times. Finally, it is demonstrated
that the proposed method is able to handle a large-scale P/G
structure with more than 100,000 wire segments, while the
other methods fail. The early version of this paper was pub-
lished in [16].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,
the background of the power network model, partial reluc-
tance, and the frequency-domain based simulation method
are introduced. The efficient techniques for power network
analysis considering the reluctance parameters are proposed
in Sect. 3. Then, the numerical results are given in Sect. 4.
Finally, it is the conclusion.

2. Background

2.1 Power Network Model with Complete Inductive Ef-
fects

On-chip power network is usually routed in several metal
layers to form mesh structure. In each layer, the orienta-
tion of metal wires is along either X-axis or Y-axis, alterna-
tively. And, the power wires are interlaced with the ground
wires. Between two adjacent layers, the P/G wires are con-
nected through vias, which cut the wires into small wire seg-
ments. Figure 1 shows the 3-D view of a portion of two-
layer power network. For complete electromagnetic model-
ing of power network, the partial element equivalent circuit
(PEEC) technique should be employed, which results in a
circuit including resistance, capacitance and inductance ele-
ments for each wire segment. Time-varying current sources
are connected to some bottom-layer circuit nodes, charac-
terizing the supply current for active circuit modules. These
current sources draw current from the power network and
cause voltage fluctuations. The waveform of current source
is usually described as a piecewise linear (PWL) function.

In the PEEC model, the inductive effect is character-
ized with the partial inductance, including self and mutual
inductances. The resulting inductance matrix is dense due to
the coupling of partial inductance among all conductors. For
the P/G grid with a large amount of wire segments, the par-

Fig. 1 A two-layer structure of P/G grid.

tial inductance matrix in circuit equation becomes a large-
scale dense matrix and is hard to be sparsified while pre-
serving accuracy. This makes it prohibitive to extract and
simulate the P/G grid with the partial inductance. The par-
tial reluctance matrix K is defined to be the inverse of partial
inductance matrix L:

K = L−1 (1)

Related works showed that the partial reluctance has the lo-
cality property like capacitance, so that it could be easily
sparsified. With the sparsified partial reluctance matrix, the
circuit simulation is not only largely accelerated but also sta-
ble [3], [4]. Efficient techniques have been proposed to ex-
tract the partial reluctance for large interconnect structures
[4], [6], [17], [18].

As the clock frequency continues to increase, the high-
frequency effect should be considered for wider global in-
terconnects, such as the high-level P/G wires. The reluc-
tance extraction techniques considering high-frequency ef-
fect were proposed in [17], [18]. In this work, they are uti-
lized to extract the frequency-dependent reluctance and re-
sistance parameters for upper-layer P/G wires.

2.2 Time-Domain Simulation Based on Frequency-
Domain Analysis and Vector Fitting

Figure 2 describes the flow of the frequency-domain based
simulation method [12]. Three main steps in the flow are as
follows.

1. The time-domain waveform of current sources is con-
verted to frequency-domain expression with Laplace
transformation. Since each input current source I(t) is
described as a PWL function, its frequency-domain ex-
pression can be derived analytically.

2. The circuit equation for frequency-domain analysis is
formulated, and solved for each specified frequency.
With suitable frequency sampling, the vector fitting
technique [14] is adopted to fit the frequency-domain
voltage responses V(s) with a partial fractional expres-
sion Ṽ(s).

3. The result of vector fitting is converted to the time-
domain voltage waveform v(t) [12], [13].

Fig. 2 The flow chart of the frequency-domain based simulation method.
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For power network analysis, usually the voltage re-
sponses on a small amount of nodes are needed. So, this
frequency-domain based simulation method has large ad-
vantages over the conventional time-domain transient simu-
lation. The previous works showed it is orders of magnitude
faster than the conventional time-domain simulation meth-
ods, while preserving sufficient accuracy.

In [12] and [13], only the nodal analysis (NA) tech-
nique was used. So, it could not deal with the complete
P/G parasitic circuit with mutual inductive elements. In this
paper, we extend the work in [12] with the modified nodal
analysis (MNA), and consider the complete parasitic effects
with the reluctance model. The GMRES method [19] with
rescaling and preconditioning techniques is adopted to effi-
ciently solve the frequency-domain circuit equations.

3. Fast Power Network Analysis Considering Partial
Reluctances

3.1 Basic Idea

To apply the frequency-domain based simulation method for
the P/G grid, we need to derive the frequency-domain cir-
cuit equation with partial reluctances. Firstly, we derive the
equation with inductance elements. Then, the inductance
matrix is replaced with the reluctance matrix based on (1).
The sparsified reluctance matrix extracted with the DRRE
(direct reluctance and resistance extraction) algorithm [17],
[18] is used here.

The GMRES algorithm is an efficient iterative solver
for general non-symmetric sparse linear equation system
[20]. With suitable preconditioning technique, GMRES
converges very fast. Besides, it generally has robust be-
havior in various applications. In this work, the GMRES
algorithm is adopted to solve the circuit equation at each fre-
quency point. Along with efficient techniques of rescaling,
preconditioning and recycling, the algorithm is very efficient
for large-scale P/G structures. For the selection of frequency
samples, we follow the technique in [12]. The highest fre-
quency of the voltage response fmax is usually not larger than
several tens of GHz, and the logarithmic scale sampling of
frequency is adopted. So, the number of frequency points is
of O(log fmax), and is about several tens in our experiments.

To account for the high-frequency effect, the resis-
tance and reluctance elements can be generated with the
techniques in [17], [18], and their values vary with fre-
quency. So for different frequency, the SPICE input file
may be different. This does not bring difficult to the
frequency-domain based simulation method, while the con-
ventional time-domain simulation is not able to handle these
frequency-dependent parameters.

3.2 Frequency-Domain Circuit Equations

Figure 3 shows the PEEC model for a small portion of the
P/G grid, which includes four wire segments. The mutual

Fig. 3 The PEEC model of P/G grid.

inductances between wire segments and coupling capaci-
tance between nodes are considered, but are not drawn in
Fig. 3 for a clear view. We note that the connecting node be-
tween the inductor and resistor for a same wire segment is
a “spurious” node, whose voltage has no physical meaning
(see Fig. 3). So, we can set the voltage variables only at the
points connecting wire segments. Then, with the variables
like those shown in Fig. 3, the following circuit equation can
be derived using the MNA technique:

[
G AT

L−AL R

] [
Vn(t)
IL(t)

]
+

[
C 0
0 L

] ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
dVn(t)

dt
dIL(t)

dt

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

[ −AT
I Is(t)
0

]
(2)

where Is(t), Vn(t) and IL(t) are the vectors of indepen-
dent current sources, the unknown nodal voltages and the
unknown currents through inductor branches, respectively.
The G matrix includes the conductances of resistors not on
inductor branches, while R includes the resistances on in-
ductor branches. C and L are the capacitance and induc-
tance matrices, respectively. Matrix AI and AL are the ad-
jacency matrix for the current source and inductors, respec-
tively. This formulation is actually different from the con-
ventional MNA formulation [15]. Since the “spurious” node
connecting the resistor and inductor is not involved, the re-
sulting equation has fewer unknown variables than the con-
ventional MNA equation.

For frequency-domain analysis, Eq. (2) is converted to:
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

G AT
L−AL R

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Vn

IL

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+s

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
C 0
0 L

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Vn

IL

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−AT

I Is

0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3)

where s = jω and ω is the angular frequency. Here Is stands
for the frequency-domain expression of current sources,
which is obtained with the Laplace transform of time-
domain waveforms. For a given frequency, the frequency-
domain voltage response can be obtained by solving the
complex-valued linear equation system (3). The number of
unknowns in (3) equals to the number of circuit nodes nn

plus the number of inductor branches nL.
The complex-valued vectors Is, Vn and IL in (3) can be

decomposed into real and imaginary parts:

Is = Isre + jIsim
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Vn = Vnre + jVnim

IL = ILre + jILim

Then, (3) is transformed into a real-valued linear equation
system:

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

G −ωC AT
L 0

ωC G 0 AT
L−AL 0 R −ωL

0 −AL ωL R

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Vnre

Vnim

ILre

ILim

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−AT
I Isre

−AT
I Isim

0
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(4)

We replace the L matrix in (4) with K−1, where K is the
partial reluctance matrix, and then derive the circuit equa-
tion with reluctance elements:

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

G −ωC AT
L 0

ωC G 0 AT
L−KAL 0 KR −ω1

0 −KAL ω1 KR

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Vnre

Vnim

ILre

ILim

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−AT
I Isre

−AT
I Isim

0
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(5)

where 1 stands for the identify matrix. After solving (5),
we can get the frequency-domain voltage responses at the
specified frequency point.

3.3 Efficient Techniques for Solving the Frequency-
Domain Equations

The dimension of the linear equation system (5) could be
very huge for a large-scale power network, but the coeffi-
cient matrix is very sparse. Below we introduce the efficient
techniques for solving the frequency-domain equations on
multiple frequency points.

3.3.1 Storing Scheme

The coefficient matrix of (5) is a 4× 4 block matrix, and ev-
ery block is a sparse matrix or a zero matrix. We store these
sparse matrix blocks separately, so that they can be reused
for different frequency points. The multiplications of KAL

and KR are performed prior to the equation solution proce-
dure. Due to the property of matrix AL, KAL is still a sparse
matrix, with a little more non-zero entries than K. On the
other hand, since R is a diagonal matrix, KR has the same
sparse pattern as K. Then, each matrix block is stored with
the compressed sparse row (CSR) scheme [20]. The CSR
scheme and its variants are very efficient for storing general
sparse matrix, and suitable for iterative equation solvers like
GMRES [20], [21]. With this storing scheme, the coefficient
matrix is established only once, ignoring the frequency-
dependent factor ω. For different frequency points, we only
multiple with theωwhile performing the matrix-vector mul-
tiplication in the iterative solution procedure. This technique
is very efficient for solving multiple equations for different
frequency points.

3.3.2 Rescaling and Preconditioning

The convergence rate of iterative equation solver is mostly

Table 1 The comparison of condition number.

Cases Frequency Before rescaling After rescaling

case1 100 Hz 1.04 × 1013 1.72 × 105

3.5 GHz 1.48 × 1013 3.82 × 105

case2 100 Hz 1.77 × 1013 3.33 × 105

3.5 GHz 2.69 × 1013 8.31 × 105

related with the condition number of the coefficient matrix.
The rescaling technique, which balances the order of mag-
nitude of the coefficients in (5), is used here to reduce the
matrix condition number. We find out that the non-zero en-
tries in KR have much less value than that in matrix G. So,
a rescaling factor δ is multiplied to the last two block rows
of (5), resulting in
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

G −ωC AT
L 0

ωC G 0 AT
L−δKAL 0 δKR −δω1

0 −δKAL δω1 δKR

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Vnre

Vnim

ILre

ILim

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−AT
I Isre

−AT
I Isim

0
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (6)

The value of δ is selected to be the ratio of a typical non-zero
entry of G to a typical non-zero entry of KR.

After rescaling, the condition number of the coefficient
matrix is largely reduced, and the convergence rate of GM-
RES algorithm is remarkably improved. In Table 1, the con-
dition numbers for the coefficient matrices before and after
the rescaling are listed. They correspond to two examples of
P/G grid and two different frequencies. From the table, it is
clear that the condition number is dramatically reduced.

The preconditioning technique is necessary to guaran-
tee the fast convergence of GMRES algorithm. The Jacobi
preconditioner is the most economical one with almost no
extra computational cost, and sometimes very efficient [20],
[21]. However, since there may be zero diagonal in matrix
G, the Jacobi preconditioner cannot be directly applied here.
At the fewer positions where the diagonal item of G is zero,
we can assign one to the corresponding item of precondi-
tioner.

More sophisticated preconditioners can be constructed
to improve the convergence rate. The ILU (incomplete LU
factorization) is such a technique. With some dropping strat-
egy, the insignificant entries are dropped during the LU fac-
torization procedure of the coefficient matrix. This results
in two sparse triangular matrices L and U, and their prod-
uct approximates the coefficient matrix. Then, M = U−1L−1

is used as the preconditioner matrix. Among different ILU
strategies, the ILUTP (ILU with threshold and pivoting)
technique uses threshold values to drop the small items pro-
duced in the LU factorization, and the column pivoting tech-
nique to prevent the ILU procedure from failing due to zero
pivot. So, the ILUTP preconditioner has the best adapt-
ability, while guaranteeing the stability of ILU factorization
[20]. In this work, we employ the ILUTP preconditioner
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and demonstate its high efficiency in solving the frequency-
domain equations.

3.3.3 Recycling among Different Frequencies

As explained in Sect. 3.3.1, most computation for forming
the coefficient matrix of (6) is frequency-independent and
can be recycled among different frequencies. Besides, the
solution of the previous frequency-domain equation may
also be recycled. For lower frequencies, we observed that
the coefficient matrix varies little for adjacent frequency
points. The solution of the previous equation can then be
used as the initial guess of the GMRES iteration for the
next frequency point. Another kind of recycling can be per-
formed on the generation of ILUTP preconditioner, since
matrices L and U varies little for similar coefficient matri-
ces. So, the L and U produced for a previous frequency may
be reused for subsequent several frequencies, without loss
of effectivity. Numerical results show that with these recy-
cling techniques, the solution time of the equations for the
lower frequencies can be further reduced. While for high-
frequency points (the equation conditioning is not good), the
recycling of initial guess has no benefit and the L and U ma-
trices should not be recycled.

3.4 Algorithm Flow and Discussion

The proposed method can be summarized as follows:

1. Convert the current sources from time-domain wave-
form to frequency-domain expression with Laplace
transform.

2. Form the frequency-domain Eq. (6) with extracted re-
luctance, resistance and capacitance parameters.

3. Solve Eq. (6) using GMRES method with the proposed
techniques to get the frequency-domain voltage re-
sponses.

4. Repeat the steps 2 and 3 for each frequency points to
get the voltage responses for all the frequency-domain
voltage responses.

5. Obtain the time-domain voltage response using the
vector fitting method.

With the proposed techniques, the computational com-
plexity of solving one equation is about O(Nα), where N is
the number of unknowns in (6), and α is a quantity between
1 and 2. Since the logarithmic scale sampling of frequency
is adopted, the number of frequency points is of O(log fmax),
where fmax is the upper bound of frequency. The time com-
plexity of vector fitting is O(N2

α · log fmax), where Nα is the
order of approximation [12].

For large-scale power network, the time for solving
frequency-domain equations dominates the total computa-
tional time, because the dimension of (6), N, is much larger
than Nα. So the time complexity for solving the frequency-
domain linear equation system is about O(Nα · log fmax). If
the voltage responses of multiple nodes on power network
are considered, the time for vector fitting will be multiplied

by the number of output nodes Nout. For analysis of maxi-
mum voltage variation, only the nodes at the lowest level of
P/G grid are considered. Therefore, Nout is a small number.

From above analysis, it is clear that the memory usage
and computational time for solving the frequency-domain
equations are efficiently reduced by utilizing the partial re-
luctance and related techniques. Moreover, the total com-
putational time is proportional to the number of frequency
samples, not related to the number of time steps as in a con-
ventional time-domain transient simulation. So, the pro-
posed simulation method has advantages over the conven-
tional time-domain transient simulations.

4. Numerical Results

The proposed simulation method is implemented in C
and Matlab programming language, and is called FBS
(Frequency-domain Based Simulator). A Matlab program
is written to take in the frequency-domain responses and
convert them to the time-domain voltage waveform with
the help of vector fitting [22]. We compare the proposed
simulation method with the commercial simulator HSPICE,
and the simulator INDUCTWISE [4], [24], which can han-
dle the partial reluctance. All experiments are carried out
on a Linux server with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU of 2.33 GHz,
except for that indicated explicitly.

4.1 Accuracy Validation

For mesh structured power networks with complete induc-
tive model using partial reluctance, we get the frequency-
domain responses at 38 frequency points spreading from DC
to 3.5 GHz. Figure 4 shows the result of the frequency-
domain voltage responses and its fitting result with vec-
tor fitting technique. In Fig. 5, the time-domain voltage
waveform recovered from the partial fractional expression
is compared with that obtained from transient simulation of

Fig. 4 A frequency-domain response and its fitting result with the vector
fitting technique.
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HSPICE. From Fig. 5, we see that the voltage waveforms
obtained with the both method have little discrepancy. The
relative error is only 1.9% for the minimum voltage and
1.0% for the maximum voltage. This validates the accuracy
of the proposed method.

4.2 Efficiency Validation

For five test cases of P/G network with varied number of
wire segments, the simulation times of the proposed method
with two preconditioners, HSPICE, and INDUCTWISE are
listed in Table 2. The ILUTP preconditioner is implemented
through the MATLAB function ilu [23]. We use a C pro-
gram to establish the frequency-domain equation and then
dump the coefficient matrix and right-hand sides to a data
file. A MATLAB program is written to read in the data file
and solve the multiple frequency-domain equations with the
ILUTP preconditioned GMRES algorithm. The data in the
fifth column of Table 2 include these two parts of computa-
tional time, excluding the time for dumping and reading the
data file. Because the INDUCTWISE program can not run
on the Linux server, we run it on a Windows machine with
Intel(R) Core(TM)2 CPU of 1.66 GHz and 2.5 G memory.
Considering the running time ratio of a same problem on the
both machines, the computational time of INDUCTWISE
on the Linux server is estimated and listed in the seventh col-
umn of Table 2. The last two columns of Table 2 show the

Fig. 5 Comparison of the voltage responses obtained by HSPICE and the
proposed method.

Table 2 The comparison of the FBS with different preconditioners,
HSPICE and INDUCTWISE on computational time (in unit of second).

Cases #nodes #segments FBS-Jacobi FBS-ILUTP HSPICE INDUCTWISE Speedup to Speedup to
HSPICE INDUCTWISE

case1 348 344 2.0 1.3 159.7 2.5 122 1.9
case2 808 804 8.2 3.1 4028.8 9.6 1300 3.1
case3 1460 1456 23.6 5.8 N.A. 23.7 N.A. 4.1
case4 10832 10828 948 82.6 N.A. 434.5 N.A. 5.3
case5 103344 103340 60726 3221 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

speedup ratios of our method with ILUTP preconditioner to
HSPICE and INDUCTWISE, respectively. For the last three
test cases, HSPICE results are not available due to out-of-
memory error. For the last case, INDUCTWISE halts after
about half a hour without any message or result. This may
be caused by its inside sparse direct equation solver [24],
which consumes a large amount of memory due to the “fill
in” phenomena. Both FBS-Jacobi and FBS-ILUTP use the
proposed rescaling and recycling techniques. The rescaling
technique is used to guarantee the convergence of GMRES
algorithm. The time of the proposed method does not in-
cludes that for converting the frequency-domain responses
to time-domain waveform through the vector fitting tech-
nique, which is only 0.2 second per output node.

From the table we can see, the proposed method is
able to handle large-scale P/G structures that HSPICE or
INDUCTWISE can not afford. The largest case includes
more than 100,000 wire segments, corresponding to the
equation with order larger than 400,000. This advantage
of our method is due to that iterative solver consumes less
memory than the direct sparse solver. Compared with IN-
DUCTWISE, the computational time of our method with
Jacobi preconditioner is of the same order. The method
with ILUTP preconditioner is several times faster than IN-
DUCTWISE, and the speedup ratio increases with the prob-
lem size. The speedup ratio of our method to HSPICE is at
least several hundreds. With the computational times in Ta-
ble 2, we can also validate the complexity of the proposed
GMRES-based equation solver, which shows that it is of
O(N1.37) for the five test cases, where N is the number of
unknowns.

4.3 More Details about the GMRES Solution

In this subsection, we present more details about the precon-
ditioned GMRES solution, and compare it with the direct
equation solver. The “\” operator in MATLAB is used as
the state-of-the-art direct solver, which employs the UMF-
PACK algorithm for general spares matrix [25].

For the fourth and fifth test cases, we compare the ef-
ficiency of the preconditioned GMRES algorithm with the
MATLAB “\,” on two frequency points. One is a middle
frequency (6.5 MHz), and the other is the highest frequency.
The GMRES algorithm is preconditioned with the ILUTP
technique, where the setting parameters are droptol=0.2
and thresh=0.5. The former parameter makes the resulting
L and U matrix very sparse, while the latter parameter well
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Table 3 The comparison between the GMRES-ILUTP solver and the
Matlab “\” solver.

#unknowns GMRES-ILUTP MATLAB

#iter ILU time(s) Solve time(s) “\” (s)

case4-1 43320 34 0.1 1.8 35.7

case4-2 43320 138 0.1 11.4 39.0

case5-1 413368 40 0.9 40.0 N.A.

case5-2 413368 236 0.9 416.7 N.A.

balances the factorization between stability and efficiency.
In Table 3, the computational times of “\” and GMRES solu-
tion are listed, along with the time for ILU factorization and
the number of GMRES iterations. For the largest cases with
413368 unknowns, the “\” encounters the out-of-memory
error. From the table we can see the ILUTP preconditioned
GMRES is several to several tens times faster than “\.” Ac-
tually, the ILUTP produces very sparse L and U matrices,
but improves the converge rate of GMRES remarkably. We
have also examined the error of GMRES solution. Regard-
ing the results of “\” as the golden value, the GMRES solu-
tion has at most 2% error.

5. Conclusions

An efficient framework is proposed for the dynamic P/G net-
work analysis with modeling of complete inductive effects.
This work includes two main contributions:

1. A frequency-domain based simulation method is de-
veloped to take advantage of the sparsified reluctance
matrix. And, the method can collaborate with the
frequency-dependent parameters to model the high-
frequency effect.

2. The techniques of storing sparse matrices, rescaling,
preconditioning, and recycling are proposed to enable
fast GMRES solution of the frequency-domain circuit
equations.

Numerical results show that the proposed simulation
method has remarkable advantages over the conventional
time-domain simulation tool HSPICE and INDUCTWISE,
and is able to simulate the complete parasitic effects for
large-scale P/G structures.

Because the frequency-domain based simulation
method has large potential for parallel computation, the par-
allelization of the proposed method would be considered in
a future work.
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